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Fracture Character (Avalanche News 66, 2003) and its counterpart Shear Quality (Avalanche 
News 67, 2004) are very much in the spotlight this winter. Already some avalanche safety op-
erations are starting to use these rating systems to supplement stability test results. However, as 
yet no consensus exists regarding which system to use for exchanging test results.  

In search of ways to improve the in-
terpretation of stability test results, 
researchers of the University of Cal-
gary started systematically classifying 
fractures in compression tests and 
rutschblock tests during the winter of 
1996-97. In December 2002, after 
careful review, the classification sys-
tem was refined. Presently a five 
level description of fracture character 
(Table 1) is used by field workers of 
the University of Calgary, as well as 
by several avalanche safety opera-
tions in Canada. 
In a recent article conveniently titled ‘An Update on Fracture Character in Stability 
Tests’ (Avalanche News 66, 2003), we presented results from one winter of stability tests with 
the refined fracture characterization system.  In the latest issue of the Avalanche News, Karl 
Birkeland and Ron Johnson outlined their ‘shear quality’ approach, with promising results. 

Now, with sun-crust well on its way, it is time for another update. However, this time we focus 
on compression tests performed on skier-tested slopes and the evolution of fracture character 
for weak layers.  
 
Since this study started in the winter of 1996-97 more than a thousand compression tests were 
performed on 345 skier-tested slopes, including whumpfed sites, in the Columbia Mountains of 
British Columbia. (Usually we do three compression tests at a representative site on each skier-
tested slope.) In the fall of 2002, two new fracture characters (SP and RP) were introduced, re-
placing the broad Thin Planar classification. This limits the amount of data we have for these 
two classes. However, the definitions of PC, SC and B were not changed, allowing us to use 
some older data in the analysis. 
 
Frequency of skier-triggering  
The frequency of skier-triggering dry slab avalanches decreases as the compression test score 
increases (Figure 1). In the Easy range (E) 36% of the recorded fractures were the failure lay-

Fracture Character Code Typical Shear 
Quality 

Progressive Compression PC Q3 
Resistant Planar RP Q2 
Sudden Planar SP Q1 

Sudden Collapse SC Q1 
Non-planar Break B Q3 

Table 1: Fracture classification system and its equiva-
lent typical shear quality. For definitions see: ‘An Update on 
Fracture Character in Stability Tests’ (Avalanche News 66, 2003).  



ers for skier-triggered ava-
lanches. This indicates that the 
compression test identifies 
many potential failure layers 
and interfaces, some being more 
likely to produce avalanches 
than others. The frequency of 
skier-triggering is highest for 
compression test scores in the 
Easy-Moderate (E-M) range, 
with 40%, decreasing to 19% in 
the Hard range (H), which is 
still rather high. In the easy 
range the frequency is lower 
(36%) probably because the 
slab is less often sufficiently co-
hesive to propagate the fracture. 

A different picture emerges if 
we separate the data by fracture 
character. In Figure 2 the fre-
quency of skier-triggering for 
compression test scores in the 
easy, moderate and hard range 
is shown for each fracture type.  

At first glance we see that the frequency of skier-triggering for sudden fractures (SP and SC) 
and to a lesser extent for non-planar breaks (B) is considerably higher than that of PC and RP 
fractures, regardless of compression test score.  

Looking at the different fracture characters in more detail we see that in the easy range, only 
12% of the PC fractures and 5% of the RP fractures were the failure layers for avalanches. 
This is much lower than for SP (91%) and SC (62%) fractures. No breaks were recorded in the 
easy range. This means that for compression test results in the easy range, we can identify po-
tential failure layers for skier-triggered dry slab avalanches more easily by also considering 
fracture character.  

The same is true for compression test results in the moderate range. The frequency of skier-
triggering is slightly lower for PC and RP fractures, with 7% and 4% of the fractures were the 
failure layers for skier-triggered avalanches. The sudden fractures more often identify the fail-
ure layers for skier-triggering: SP with 68% and SC with 49%, and also the non-planar breaks 
with 46%. Unfortunately, during the early years, non-planar breaks were only recorded if these 
were associated with the failure layer of a skier-triggered avalanche. Therefore, our data-set for 
non-planar breaks is biased towards skier-triggered avalanches. 
 

Figure 1: Frequency of skier-triggering by compression test score, re-
gardless of fracture character. Easy (E): 0-7 taps. Easy-Moderate (E-M): 
8-12 taps. Moderate (M): 12-17 taps, Moderate-Hard (M-H): 18-22, Hard 
(H): 23-30 taps. 



None of the PC or RP fractures in the hard range were the failure layers for skier-triggered dry 
slab avalanches. However, the number of tests is very limited. For SP and SC fractures the fre-
quency of skier-triggering drops off in the hard range to 33% and 37%, respectively. This is 
higher than for the ‘average’ compression test result in the hard range (25% for all compression 
tests, Figure 2). With only 12% of the fractures associated with avalanches, Breaks are below 
the average for the hard range.   

Spatial variability, an important aspect of snow stability in general, is also present in these re-
sults. In general we tend to perform three compression test results next to the profile site on a 
skier-tested slope. Occasionally a weak layer produces two or more different types of fracture 
and there is no such thing as an average fracture character for a set of tests. However, it must be 
pointed out that none of the layers or interfaces that fractured consistently as a RP was the fail-
ure layers for skier triggered avalanches. On the other hand, 62% of fractures that consistently 
failed as a SP or SC were the failure layers for skier-triggered avalanches.  

Evolution of fracture character 
Over time, changes in the characteristics of the weak layer and the overlying slab can influence 

Figure 2: Frequency of skier-triggering by fracture character for compression test scores in the Easy (E): 0-10 
taps, Moderate (M): 11-20 taps, and Hard (H): 21-30 taps range. The number of fractures recorded in each range 
is also shown for each fracture character.  



fracture character as well. We have observed that soon after burial when the overlying slab is 
not cohesive enough, persistent weak layers do not produce results in stability tests. As the slab 
over the weak layer thickens and becomes harder, persistent weak layers tend to produce SP or 
SC fractures, mainly depending on the thickness of the weak layer. Finally, once a weak layer is 
buried deep enough in the snowpack, it will stop producing stability test results.   

Indeed, during the winter of 2002-03, several surface hoar weak layers were producing SP and 
SC fractures at our two study sites many weeks after being buried by snow. At the Mt. Fidelity 
study site in Glacier National Park, the November facet layer of that same winter was still pro-
ducing SC fractures for up to 87 days after being buried, well into February.  

The evolution of non-persistent 
weak layers is generally much 
faster. The first signs of  
‘maturing’ storm snow interfaces 
are usually PC fractures. Be-
cause the layers are just becom-
ing cohesive, the softer layers are 
gradually compressed in a com-
pression test, exposing potential 
weak layers. As the snow be-
comes more cohesive, many 
storm snow interfaces evolve to 
RP fractures, followed by breaks 
and no results, within days. 
However, during the initial 
stages of the evolution, some 
slabs can become cohesive faster 
than the weak layer (e.g. weak 
layer of large stellars). Our ob-
servations on this transition are 

limited, however, some interfaces evolve into SP fractures, indicating that at this stage skier-
triggered slab avalanches are more likely (Figure 2). The evolution of the fracture character of 
two non-persistent weak-layers can be seen in Table 2. Both weak layers are evolving from PC 
through RP to SP fractures, within 7 days. However, we believe that the evolution is often much 
faster. 

 
Summary 

The updated data shows that fracture character is a valuable addition to stability test scores. For 
compression test scores in the easy and moderate range, fracture character can clearly  improve 
the interpretation of compression test results. In the hard range, however, fracture character 
only provides limited information based on the data currently available. Although SP and SC 
fractures are more likely to be associated with avalanches, the frequency of skier-triggering is 
only about 35%.  

Date Depth 
(cm) 

ΣHN 
(cm) 

Taps Fracture 
Character 

Weak Layer 
Crystal 

030102 31  5, 5, 3 PC, PC, PC / 
030103 42 13 13 ,11, 12 PC, PC, RP / 
030106 43 5 21, 20, 22 PC, PC, SP / 
030109 35 0 24, 23, 25 SP, SP, SP µ 

040126 10  2, 1, 1 PC, RP, RP + 
040129 48 54 11, 11, 11 RP, RP, RP / 
040202 76 45 29 RP / 
040203 70 0 24,23 SP, SP µ 

 

Table 2: Evolution of fracture character for non-persistent weak layers. 
The amount of new snow since the last snow-pack observation in the 
nearby study plot is also shown, not taking into account any settlement. 



Tracking the evolution of potential weak layers through fracture character can prove to be use-
ful as well. During the initial stages of the slab becoming cohesive, fracture character can pro-
vide information on the potential for avalanches to occur.   

It is clear however, that fracture character is not the ‘magic solution’. It provides additional in-
formation to stability test results, and as such it can be another piece in the puzzle of a daily sta-
bility evaluation.  
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